
This issue brings together examples of 
recent low-income urban housing which 
we feel are representative, but by no 
means exhaustive, in their scope. Shelter 
for the poor, which concerns hundreds of 
millions of people around the world, is 
much too vast a realm to be treated 
adequately and thoroughly in a single 
publication. However, in addition to de
voting pages of MlMAR regularly to the 
subject as examples come to our atten
tion, we feel it our obligation to periodi
cally assemble series of case studies re
flecting our own criteria of what is news
worthy. 

Those criteria include the relevance of 
particular strategies in attempting to re
solve the need for shelter in today's urban 
environment. Self-built housing is a 
strategy which has been proposed and 
analysed in many contexts over the past, 
but often in situations involving the pro
duction of housing for the waves of new 
immigrants to cities from rural areas, 
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many of whom land first in the peripher
al bidonvilles. Rarely have studies such as 
the one undertaken by Messrs. Santelli, 
Mouline et al in Rabat and Tunis, con
centrated on the mechanisms, legal or 
otherwise, by which an already
urbanised population builds new housing 
as a means of course, for improving 
domestic living standards but also for en
suring their stake in an urban future above 
the level of bidonville existence. Whereas it 
was once, in the not-too-distant past, 
considered highly effective as a strategy 
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to provide simply the site and some basic 
infrastructure services and let people 
build themselves, today governments 
and international agencies are looking 
more closely at how to improve upon 
what already exists - and by the same 
token, how all this housing came into 
being almost without them knowing it. 

For many reasons, therefore, it was 
thought extremely important to 
summarise the ways and means em
ployed, as well as the persistence of tradi
tional models, when people set out to 
build for themselves in a capitalist market 
economy today, as they did in Ettadha
men and El Hajja. 

As we move across the spectrum of 
strategies then, there is self-built urban 
housing achieved with the active parti
cipation of architects: the case of building 
together in Bangkok, Thailand. Here is a 
remarkable example of community orga
nisation for construction, technical assist
ance from outside, and financing in such 



a way that the future inhabitants could 
actually acquire their home. Moreover, 
the houses they built and paid for are a 
house-type, the shop-house, that is cultur
ally appropriate. This is another criterion 
worth emphasising. 

The Hafsia project in Tunis represents 
an all-too-exceptional case of low-cost 
urban housing designed by local archi
tects, as part of an overall government 
plan to regenerate the very centre of an 
ancient city. It should be pointed out that 
the Tunisians are indeed leaders in this 
respect, for although this project now 
under construction may seem modest in 
scale it contains many lessons for other 
countries intent (we hope) upon preserv
ing and revitalising the physical fabric and 
the economy of the irmer city. 

Construction oflow-cost dwellings in 
the framework of whole new towns is 
almost as delicate, as complicated a prob
lem as building in old decaying urban 
centres. Charles Correa, in the Belapur 

Housing of New Bombay, brings forth a 
proposal based upon years of experience 
and of theoretical reflection about the 
qualities or urban life in existing Indian 
cities. How to providt> many of these 
qualities for a domestic environment in a 
city just being built in the focus of his 
efforts? An incremental approach, begin
ning with a series of house-types as nuc
leii from which an urban fabric evolves, 
is explored at Belapur in experimental 
units just finished this year. 

Finally, one other criterion for consid
eration in housing is liveability as revealed 
over time through adaptability, durabil
ity, in short the manner whereby people 
appropriate new housing to their specific 
needs, desires, and times. One of Iran's 
outstanding architects, Kamran Diba, 
imagined a new company town for 
Southern Iran and a sizeable segment was 
actually built before the present war be
gan. The quality of his conception, in 
terms of overall planning, reliance upon 
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local house-types and materials, etc., is 
remarkable in and of itself Although 
only partially completed and therefore 
suffering from having been "nipped in 
the bud", the new Shushtar is mass urban 
housing on a large scale which neverthe
less demonstrates that architect-designed 
projects, sensitively handled, need not be 
overwhelming and oppressive to begin 
with; and, they can even incorporate 
sufficient flexibility in plan and construc
tion to allow for inevitable modification 
by inhabitants. 

Predictably, the space we have 
allowed for each of the articles within the 
theme has appeared insufficient for doing 
justice to each example. Yet, in spite of 
the readers' eventual protests of frustra
tion, we feel that our initial objective of 
offering a broad cross-section of the pro
cesses going on in the realm of urban 
housing has been met. 

Brian Brace Taylor 


